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General patent search and analysis
First of all, it is necessary to make the patent group (set) that makes it to an 

analytical object for the patent analysis. 

To make this patent group, the patent will be investigated. 

In general, it will think about the retrieval type using the key word and the 
patent classification, etc.

It is indispensable that the important patents never leaks from the object 
patent group. 



Difficulty of patent search and analysis
The patent number shows the tendency for the noise to be included in the object patent 

group by all means to prevent important patents from leaking, and to increase. 

Afterwards, it is necessary to read the official report (detailed statement) for the analysis. 

The prior art (earlier literature) described in the detailed statement is necessarily 
inapposite. 
The detailed statement might be a subjective insistence on applicant (inventor) side. 
As such, it is serious that two or more official reports (problem and means for solving the 

problems) are understood, and the third party (especially, a not well informed person 
about a technological field concerned) compares it. 



Environment for patent information

Examination passage information in the application patent can 
be easily confirmed. 

The citation document number used for the examination has 
been described to examination passage information. 

It came to be able to confirm the notice of reasons for rejection 
by the examiner, the correction book by the applicant, and the 
document of the opinion in writing, etc. at once (It is earlier 
than examination passage information). 



What are being quoted and being quoted?

【Cited Patent】
Cited patent is a patent quoted as well-known or a prior application when 

the examiner of Patent Office examines this application.
It becomes being applied earlier than this application patent (prior 
application). 

【Citing Patent】
When the examiner of Patent Office examines it, a citing patent indicates 

the application for the test object when a certain application is assumed to 
be well-known or a prior application, and it is cited. 

It becomes being applied from this application to the back patent (post-
application). 



Example of investigation method （Japan Patent Office offer・J-PlatPat）



Matter confirmation



Examination document affection information： Notice of reasons for rejection



Proposal of citation and examination document (Wrapping bag) use

Because a nearer prior art has been removed as a references 
cited as for the examiner citation, it is effective to investigate the 
related technology.

It is easy to judge the pattern of evolution as it is because the 
difference point with the references cited is insisted in the opinion 
in writing of the applicant submitting. 

When the desirable one is the notice of reasons for rejection, 
and cancels by the opinion in writing as the response by the 
reason of rejection (there is progressivity), and becomes a decision 
to grant a patent, evolution is admitted. 

If it is a final rejection where only the reason of rejection for the 
progressivity remains being admitted the novelty, it might get on 
the rail of evolution. 



Notes of citation information use

Well-known (when applying, it is open to the public) might come off citation 
information and the undisclosed invention of a simultaneous period (application 
after ahead) come off for assumption. 
Then, it becomes necessary for using an indirect citation (the references cited to a 
certain matter is quoted). 

If it is not a commercial database, the references cited cannot be extracted 
directly. 

The patent groups of the related technology can be collected by repeating several 
times generally though the function that even step of the floor one citation how 
many citation and an indirect citation are collected to one degree is provided in a 
part of the commercial database, too. 



Example of making patent group Quotation, citation, and indirect citation (addition)



25 quotation, citation, and indirect citations（Patent group）



Evolution tree

Application time

Many citations

Many citations

Many citations



Analysis of evolution （Rice cake offering convenience → Mold prevention）

実願昭53-113055
実開昭55-030519
実公昭56-036301

実願平03-109605
実開平05-048692
実公平08-008636

実願平01-053496
実開平02-145088

There is no 
inventiveness

With 
inventiveness

特願平06-042479
特開平07-250636

Examiner judgment

There is no 
inventiveness



特願2003-275876
特開2005-034079
特登-03620045

Analysis of evolution （Convenience of rice cake grilling → Shape of roasted rice cake）

特願平06-042479
特開平07-250636

特願平08-359309
特開平10-165121

特願2002-261947
特開2004-097063

特願2002-318601
特開2004-147598
特登-04111382

Unexamined

Prior/later
application

Indirect 
citation

No official 
notice

No official 
notice

No inventiveness 

With 
inventiveness

特願平07209654
特開平09-051771



Analysis of evolution
（Shape of roasted rice cake → Easiness of roasted rice cake to eat）

特願2003-275876
特開2005-034079
特登-03620045

特願2012-008144
特開2013-146205
特登-05586639

特願2014-054746
特開2015-173660
特登-05658389

特願2008-266864
特開2010-094065
特登-04895056

特願2011-034044
特開2011-125344
特登-05382665



Examination of examination document (opinion in writing) use

It is pointed out that there is no difference with the example the examiner by the 
notice of reasons for rejection. 
On the other hand, the applicant objects in the opinion in writing. 
Then, the difference (evolution) with the example can be easily understood. 

Example Application 
concernedOpinion

in writing

← Dividable into multiple rice cake pieces, only

Baked together with incisions →

Baked beautifully looking and uniformly →

特願平08-359309
特開平10-165121

特願2002-318601
特開2004-147598
特登-04111382



→ that misses steam, etc.

Peculiar, desirable texture →

Example Application 
concerned

Opinion
in writing

Example

→ where ditch remains even if it finishes 
burning
→ that is bitten and cut easily

Opinion
in writing

Application 
concernedSpecial application 2002-

261947
Open 2004-097063 special



Application time

Evolution of packaging
Evolution of easiness of 
roasted rice cake to eat

Evolution of grilling up improvement

Evolution tree



Forecast of evolution
The evolution of the easiness of the roasted rice cake to eat begins to 
arise. 

The throat blocked accident has happened to the rice cake at every New Year. 
The smaller the rice cake is so as not to cause the throat blocking, the better. 
However, a small rice cake drops easily from the net when burning. 

It is necessary to solve this contradiction. 
Water-soluble 
materials

Rice cake 
element

For instance,
Water-soluble materials are buried like the lattice in the rice cake. 
It becomes a rice cake subdivided because water-soluble materials melt 
when it burns as a large to some degree rice cake, the rice cake is put in the 
pan, and it makes it to rice cakes boiled with vegetables. 
（2018.07.07 Nishii conception）



Comparison with general technique
- Advantage
The patent group in the technical fields collected from the investigation only of 
citation information was even if the number of cases was a little the leakage of 
an important patent, and was enough for the grasp of evolution. 
In general, the official report with a lot of numbers of pages is understood and 
reading the opinion in writing whose amounts of sentences are less than that 
of reading can understand the essence of the invention (technical feature) 
easily. 
▼Disadvantage

The official report can do the batch obtaining by using the commercial 
database. On the other hand, it is troublesome to acquire the opinion in writing. 

（recipe exists）



Summary
As such, the patent group in the technical fields that had been collected 
from the investigation only of citation information was able to judge the 
proper one. 
The evolution tree was able to be made from these patent groups. 
It was able to be confirmed that the patents with a lot of numbers to be 
cited were divergences and sources of evolution. 
The opinion in writing of the notice of reasons for rejection was effective to 
confirm the difference of the technology (evolution). 
It seems that it becomes a technique for demonstrating the effect or more 
in a technical field not so though this announcement case was a technical 
field from the explanation and the viewpoint of the easiness of 
understanding from which the drawing becomes reference very much. 
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